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Abstract

Background Early life trauma can predispose to

increased visceral pain perception. Human neuroi-

maging studies emphasize that altered brain process-

ing may contribute to increased visceral sensitivity.

The aim of our study was to evaluate brain responses

to painful visceral stimuli in maternal-separated rats

before and after acute stress exposure in vivo.

Methods H2
15O microPET scanning was performed

during colorectal distention in maternal-separated

rats before and after water avoidance stress. Brain

images were anatomically normalized to Paxinos

space and analyzed by voxel-based statistical para-

metric mapping (SPM2). Colorectal induced visceral

pain was assessed by recording of the visceromotor

response using abdominal muscle electromyography.

Key Results Colorectal distention (1.0–2.0 mL)

evoked a volume-dependent increase in visceromotor

response in maternal-separated rats. Stress [water

avoidance (WA)] induced an increased visceromotor

response to colorectal distention in awake and anes-

thetized rats. In pre-WA rats, colorectal distention

evoked significant increases in regional blood flow in

the cerebellum and periaquaductal gray (PAG). Colo-

rectal distention post-WA revealed activation clusters

covering the PAG as well as somatosensory cortex and

hippocampus. At maximal colorectal distention,

the frontal cortex was significantly deactivated.

Conclusions & Inferences WA stress induced

increased pain perception as well as activation of the

somatosensory cortex, PAG, and hippocampus in

maternal-separated rats. These findings are in line

with human studies and provide indirect evidence

that the maternal separation model mimics the cere-

bral response to visceral hypersensitivity in humans.

Keywords brain mapping, hippocampus, nociception,

periaqueductal gray, somatosensory cortex.

INTRODUCTION

The irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is the most com-

mon functional gastrointestinal disorder, characterized

by abdominal pain and altered bowel habits in the

absence of an organic cause.1 The majority of patients

show increased pain sensitivity to balloon distention

in the distal gastrointestinal tract, which is considered

the main pathophysiological mechanism in IBS.2 In

addition to peripheral mechanisms (increased excit-

ability of afferent nerve fibers), the so-called visceral

hypersensitivity (VHS) may also result from altered

processing of visceral pain signals in the brain.3

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and

positron emission tomography (PET) studies have

demonstrated different activation of brain areas

involved in emotional, cognitive, and sensory aspects

of pain processing (amygdala, insula, and prefrontal

cortex) in IBS compared with controls.4–6 However,

recent data emphasize that brain imaging data are

to a large extent influenced by anticipation and

associated anxiety as well as comorbid depression

and anxiety disorders, complicating the interpreta-

tion of the mechanisms involved in altered brain

processing.7,8
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Early life events including childhood abuse and

neglect are increasingly recognized as major risk factor

for the development of depression9 and IBS in adult-

hood.10–12 Based on these human data, maternal sep-

aration was used to create an animal model of early life

stress and a depression-like syndrome.13–15 In this

model, rat pups are separated from their mother from

day 2 to day 14 after birth for several hours per day.

Similar to the human situation, this early life stressor

alters the response to stress later in life, as demonstrated

by the development of VHS after an acute stressor in

separated – but not in non-separated-littermates.15,16

In rodents, evidence on brain activation in response

to painful colorectal distention is mainly based on

postmortem assessment of c-fos immunoreactivity, an

indirect marker of neuronal activity.17,18 One of the

limitations of using c-fos as an activation marker is that

it provides a mere single time point measurement. In

order to obtain a more integrated and dynamic picture

of brain activation, in vivo imaging studies such as

fMRI or PET scanning are superior, ideally combined

with an objective measure of the evoked pain response.

Because of the technical difficulties encountered in

small animals, only a limited number of studies have

been published using imaging tools in rats or mice.19,20

Johnson et al.21 evaluated brain activation by fMRI

during colorectal distention but no data on the pain

response were reported, making comparison between

different experimental conditions impossible. There-

fore, we developed a model in which brain activation by

colorectal distention is assessed using H2
15O microPET

imaging in combination with simultaneous recording

of the pain response. This setup was designed to

evaluate the hypothesis that VHS in maternal separated

(MS) rats evoked by an acute stressor is accompanied by

altered pain processing in the brain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Fifteen male Long-Evans rats (Harlan, Horst, The Netherlands)
were kept in standard macrolon cages with a layer of wood
shavings and housed under conditions of controlled light (06:00–
18:00 h), temperature (20–22 �C), and humidity (45%). Water and
food (SDS; Technilab BMI, Someren, The Netherlands) were
available ad libitum. All experiments were conducted under a
protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the Academic Medical Center (AMC, The Nether-
lands) and University of Leuven (Leuven, Belgium).

Maternal separation

Pregnant dams reared pups and only male pups were subjected to the
maternal separation protocol. During separation, dams were placed

in another cage in a separate room for 3 h day)1 from postnatal day 2
to 14. In the meantime, the litter was left undisturbed in the cage
under infrared light (27–30 �C). Maternal-separated pups were
weaned on postnatal day 22 and housed in pairs of two.

Water avoidance protocol

Acute stress at adult age (400–500 g) was given by water avoidance
(WA). In short, rats were positioned on a platform (8 · 6 cm)
surrounded by water for 1 h. This protocol has been shown to
induce enhanced sensitivity to colonic distension in maternal-
separated but not in non-handled rats.15

Measurement of the visceromotor response to
colorectal distension as read-out for visceral pain

At a minimum age of 6 months, visceral pain was induced by
colorectal distention and quantified by the visceromotor response
(VMR), i.e., pain-induced abdominal contractions, as previously
described.15 For colorectal distention, a latex balloon (Ultracover
8F; International Medical Products, Zutphen, The Netherlands)
was 5 cm anally inserted into the descending colon during
isoflurane anesthesia. Distensions were performed by inflation
of graded volumes of water (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 mL). The length and
diameter of the balloon during maximum volume distension were
18 and 15 mm, respectively. After each 20-s distension episode,
water was quickly removed and a 120-s resting period was
allowed. The VMR, a supraspinal reflex generally accepted as
the most reliable biomarker to quantify visceral pain in experi-
mental animals,22 was measured and quantified by electromyo-
graphy (EMG). EMG signals were recorded by our validated
radio-telemetry setup in the awake rat, 24 h before the PET
scanning, to evaluate visceral sensitivity (Fig. 1). Because the
telemetric transmitters failed to record EMG in the PET environ-
ment, EMG was quantified by superficial electrodes (for details
see below) during brain imaging.

Awake rats We previously validated a radio-telemetry technique
in freely moving rats to record pain-induced VMR. As described by
Welting et al.,15 during colorectal distention, animals were placed
in a standard macrolon cage (exact size of the receiver) that was
positioned on top of the receiver. The receiver (Data Sciences
International) was linked through a raw data analog converter
(Data Sciences International) to a Biopac MP100 data acquisition
system consisting of a converter and specialized software on a
personal computer for EMG data storage (Biopac Systems, Inc.,
Santa Barbara, CA, USA).

Anesthetized rats Because the magnetic field based radio-tele-
metry system was not compatible with the micro-PET environ-
ment, the VMR during brain imaging was quantified in
anesthetized rats using superficial neonatal 3M Red Dot Diag-
nostic ECG electrodes (3M, Diegem, Belgium) positioned at the
abdominal musculature. The electrodes were connected to a dif-
ferential AC amplifier obtained from the A-M Systems Inc.
[Cambridge Electronic Design (CED) Limited, Cambridge, UK]
and digitized. Data were recorded and analyzed using the SPIKE2
version 6 software from CED Limited.

MicroPET imaging

Anesthesia Alpha chloralose anesthesia is a mild hypnotic drug
that does not produce complete anesthesia allowing us to record
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abdominal muscle contraction as read-out for visceral pain. Alpha
chloralose anesthesia has been shown to yield reproducible results
in repetitive fMRI studies.23

During anesthesia with 2–2.5% isoflurane, a catheter was
secured in the tail vein and a bolus alpha chloralose (42.6 mg kg)1

in <0.5 mL volume) was injected, followed by a maintenance dose
of 22.5 mg kg)1 h)1 via i.v. infusion.

MicroPET scanning Brain activity was expressed as the relative
change in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) using H2

15O
uptake as indicator.24 Small animal PET imaging was performed
using a lutetium oxyorthosilicate detector-based tomography
(microPET Focus 220; Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc.,
Malvern, PA, USA), which has a transaxial resolution of
1.35 mm in full-width at half-maximum. Data were acquired in
a 128 · 128 · 95 matrix with a pixel width of 0.475 mm and a
slice thickness of 0.796 mm. The following scanning protocols
were used.

Scanning protocol 1. This protocol (Fig. 1) was used to evaluate
regional blood flow changes in response to 1, 1.5, and 2 mL
colorectal distention in seven pre-WA rats. The first colorectal
distention protocol was applied 10 min after the isoflurane
induction anesthesia was ended. Prior to data acquisition,
approximately 2.5 mCi of H2

15O (range: 1.95–3.21 mCi in 140–
650 lL) was injected into the tail vein using an infusion needle
set. Acquisitions were started 30 s after tracer injection. Acqui-
sition data were Fourier rebinned in two frames (2 · 30 s), with
the colon distended in the first frame. Upon radioactive decay of
H2

15O, i.e., after �15 min (half-life = 2,1 min), the same proce-
dure was repeated for a second, third, and fourth distention
volume (0, 1, 1.5, and 2 mL distention in randomized order to
avoid habituation).

Scanning protocol 2. In a second study protocol, the effect of
WA on visceral pain perception was evaluated. To decrease the
time of anesthesia, the acquisition protocol was shortened and
only the sham (balloon inserted, no distention) and 2 mL stimuli
were applied. Eight rats were scanned pre-WA as described in
scanning protocol 1. Rats were allowed to recover from the
anesthesia for at least 2 weeks. After 2 weeks, rats underwent 1 h
of WA stress, followed by a post-WA PET scanning session after
24 h (Fig. 1). Rats were killed by an overdose of pentobarbital after
the final PET scan.

Functional brain-mapping data analysis

All sinograms were reconstructed using filtered backprojection. To
obtain maximal use of image information without a priori

knowledge of brain areas involved, images were analyzed on a
voxel-by-voxel basis using SPM2 (Statistical Parametric Mapping,
Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK;
http://www.fil.ion.bpmf.ac.uk/spm/). To increase the signal-
to-noise ratio in the group comparison, we averaged all distention
volumes in scanning protocol 1. Images of different distention
volumes were corrected for attenuation and smoothed with an
isotropic Gaussian kernel of 2 · 2 · 2 mm. Images were corrected
for movement by alignment against the average image for an
acquisition set and extracerebral activity was masked. Images were
spatially normalized to Paxinos space,25 as previously described.26

Statistics

Visceromotor response Using the telemetric device in awake rats
or the superficial electrodes in anesthetized rats, area under curve

Figure 1 Experimental protocols to register brain activity and visceromotor response simultaneously. Protocol 1: To study the effect of noxious

visceral stimuli on regional blood flow and visceromotor response, pre-WA maternal-separated rats underwent colorectal distention (CRD) with

various applied distention volumes (0, 1, 1.5, and 2 mL distention, randomized). Protocol 2: To evaluate the effect of psychological stress on regional

blood flow and visceromotor response, rats were scanned pre and post-WA. Rats received only 0 and 2 mL colorectal distention before WA and were

allowed to recover for at least 2 weeks. Rats were subjected to water avoidance (WA) and 24 h later; rats were again subjected to sham and 2 mL

colorectal distention during microPET analysis. Legend: R1+2: rats 1 and 2.
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or the number of spikes per second of distention vs response
(normalized data sets) were used, respectively, to calculate dif-
ferences between groups. Statistics were performed by a two-way
ANOVA test with Bonferroni posttests.

Brain imaging All brain imaging analyses were performed at
group level in a multifactor design using subjects · conditions.
For a voxel-based correlation analysis between H2

15O uptake and
distention volume, a single subject design with covariates only
was used. A statistical threshold of Puncorrectedvoxel < 0.01
(uncorrected for multiple comparisons) was used together with a
cluster extent threshold kE > 100 voxels.

RESULTS

Visceral pain response to noxious colorectal
distention

Colorectal distention resulted reproducibly in a vol-

ume-dependent increase in EMG response in maternal-

separated rats (up to 4 h under anesthesia, data not

shown). To evaluate whether PET imaging itself would

represent a stressor and thus induce VHS, VMR to

colorectal distention (1, 1.5, and 2 mL) was evaluated

in a pilot set of maternal-separated rats (n = 3) before

and after the initial PET scan. Colorectal distention

applied 12 days after PET scanning did not increase

VMR, indicating that this procedure is not stressful

enough to induce VHS in these animals (data not

shown). In contrast, WA stress resulted in an increased

VMR response in awake rats (protocol 1, n = 7,

41.7 ± 10.71% increase in VMR at 2 mL distention,

P < 0.0001; Fig. 2A) as well as in anesthetized rats

(protocol 2, n = 6, pre-WA 0.45 ± 014 vs post-WA

1.24 ± 0.24 spikes per second, P < 0.05; Fig. 2B),

confirming the validity of the WA protocol to induce

VHS.

Protocol 1. Brain responses to colorectal
distention in maternal-separated rats

In the analysis at group level, we compared the average

image of 1, 1.5, and 2 mL distention volume to the

sham (balloon inserted, no distention) image. Compar-

ing colorectal distention with sham animals (n = 7)

yielded significant activation of one large cluster

covering the periaqueductal gray (PAG; Fig. 3). Com-

parison of sham with distention yielded significant

deactivation in the frontal cortex and caudate putamen

(Fig. 3).

Performing correlation analyses on the images

acquired during the various distention volumes

revealed that activation of the PAG was not dependent

on the distention volume or visceromotor response

(Fig. 4A,B). Deactivation of the right frontal cortex was

negatively correlated (r2 = 0.95) with the visceromotor

response (Fig. 4C,D), with a maximal deactivation of

12% at 2 mL distention.

Detailed cluster peak locations and P-values of SPM

analyses during colorectal distention pre-WA are

shown in Table 1.

Protocol 2. Effect of acute WA on brain responses
to colorectal distention in maternal-separated
rats

In a second study protocol, brain activation evoked by

2 mL colorectal distention compared with sham was

evaluated before and 24 h after WA to identify the

brain areas involved in VHS. Similar to awake rats, WA

induced increased pain perception to 2 mL colorectal

distention in anesthetized rats (Fig. 2B).

A

B

Figure 2 Effect of increasing distention volume on the visceromotor

response in awake maternal-separated rats before and after water

avoidance (A, n = 7, ***P < 0.0001 by a two-way ANOVA test with

Bonferroni posttest). Data were normalized to the value obtained

during the maximum 2 mL distention volume pre-WA. (B) Viscero-

motor response triggered by 2 mL colorectal distention during PET

scanning before and after WA (n = 6, P < 0.05) in anesthetized rats. The

horizontal line indicates the median value and the lower and upper

brackets indicate the 25th percentile interquartile range and 75th

percentile, respectively.
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Specific brain nuclei activated by colorectal
distention

When comparing 2 mL colorectal distention vs sham

before WA (n = 8), colorectal distention (2 mL) evoked

significant activation of the area surrounding the

PAG (Table 2). Twenty-four hours after WA, in

addition to the PAG area, the hippocampus and

primary somatosensory cortex were significantly

activated, associated with the development of VHS.

Comparison of the group analyses post vs pre-WA

confirmed significant activation of the primary

somatosensory cortex in post- vs pre-WA maternal-

separated rats (Table 2).

Specific brain nuclei deactivated by colorectal
distention

Before WA, comparison of sham vs colorectal

distention revealed no deactivated brain areas by

2 mL colorectal distention. In contrast, after WA,

i.e., in visceral hypersensitive rats, the frontal

cortex was deactivated (Table 2). Comparing of pre-

vs post-WA confirmed more deactivation of the

frontal cortex in post-WA rats compared with

pre-WA.

Detailed cluster peak locations and P-values of SPM

analyses during colorectal distention in pre-WA nor-

mo- vs post-WA hypersensitive rats are provided in

Table 2.

DISCUSSION

Early life stress by neonatal MS predisposes to the

development of VHS15,16,27 but the mechanisms under-

lying VHS are not well understood. Using water PET

imaging, we here demonstrated for the first time that

the development of VHS in maternal-separated rats is

associated with activation of the PAG, hippocampus,

and primary somatosensory cortex, as well as deacti-

vation of the frontal cortex. These results demonstrate

that altered brain processing of incoming nociceptive

signals may represent an important pathophysiological

mechanism leading to VHS and indicate that the used

maternal-separated model described may be of great

interest to gain more insight in the central pathways

and neurochemical mechanisms involved.

Colorectal distention in pre- and post-WA maternal-

separated rats revealed activation of a large cluster

covering the dorsal pons/PAG, a region involved in

antinociception.28 The PAG modulates the descending

inhibitory pathway and is known to exhibit analgesic

effects through opiate and glutamate NMDA receptor

activation.29 Mayer et al.6 hypothesized that IBS

patients fail to appropriately activate an inhibitory

corticolimbic system associated with effective pain

inhibition by the PAG. In our maternal separation rat

model, activation of the PAG was not dependent on the

pain stimulus intensity as reflected by VMR. PAG

activation in the post-WA, hypersensitive rats had the

same intensity as in the pre-WA rats, suggesting no

Figure 3 Categorical comparison of H2
15O cerebral blood flow in coronal brain sections at basal level and during distention showing significant

activation in yellow and deactivation in green–blue (n = 7; figure given at Pheight < 0.01, uncorrected). Significance is shown with a t-statistic color

scale, which corresponds to the level of significance at the voxel level. The distance between the sections is 1.0 mm with the position relative to

Bregma on top of the sections.
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differences in endogenous pain inhibition. In line with

human data,30 maternal-separated rats also showed

deactivation of the medial prefrontal cortex, which was

more pronounced in the post-WA hypersensitive rats

than in the pre-WA rats, suggesting that VHS in a

model of maternal separated is due to altered pain

modulation by the prefrontal cortex.

Besides the PAG region, colorectal distention in post-

WA rats showed activation of the hippocampus and

somatosensory cortex, indicating more activation of

higher brain areas than in pre-WA rats. Alterations in

hippocampus activation and corticotropin-releasing

factor regulation may affect HPA axis regulation,

contributing to behavioral changes associated with

stress-related disorders and altered visceral pain modu-

lation.31,32 Additionally, in functional dyspepsia pa-

tients, the subgroup characterized by a history of abuse

shows abnormal hippocampus/amygdala responses to

visceral pain.33 This finding thus adds proof to the

validity of our model to mimic the human condition.

The somatosensory cortex on the other hand is a

complex system integrating incoming sensory modal-

ities including nociception. Activation of the somato-

sensory cortex in post-WA but not in pre-WA rats

clearly demonstrates higher visceral afferent input to

the brain. Rosenberger et al.29 reported on the effect of

acute stress by increasing anxiety levels and evoking

activation of the somatosensory cortex by colorectal

distention. These results clearly suggest that in mater-

nal-separated rats, parallel to humans, an anxious

psychological trait potentiates visceral pain by activat-

ing the somatosensory cortex.

Visceral pain processing is complex and starts with

sensing by nociceptors present on peripheral afferent

nerve fibers. This nociceptive signal travels via the

spinal cord to the brain where it is processed and

consciously perceived at the cortical level. Alterations

in any of these steps including upregulation of periph-

eral nociceptors can result in increased visceral pain

perception. Recent human studies demonstrated

A B

C D

Figure 4 Changes in regional cerebral blood flow and visceromotor response in response to colorectal distention. Colorectal distention in pre-WA

maternal-separated rats resulted in activation of the area covering the periaquaductal gray (PAG, Fig. 3A.) and the cerebellum. This effect did not

correlate with the VMR (Fig. 3B.). In contrast, colorectal distention induced deactivation of the frontal cortex (Fig. 3C.), which negatively correlated

with the visceromotor response (Fig. 3D, slope correlation = )6.24; r2 = 0.9482). n = 7, data are expressed as mean ± SEM.
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altered brain activity in response to visceral stimuli in

IBS,4,5,7,29 suggesting that central mechanisms contrib-

ute to abnormal pain perception. Although reports on

brain imaging in IBS patients are heterogeneous,

several studies report activation of the insula, cingu-

late cortex, and prefrontal cortex subregions by rectal

distentions in IBS patients.4,5,7 However, the activation

of insula and cingulate by colorectal distention as

reported in human studies may be more related to

cognitive/affective aspects of the subjective (human)

pain experience – which are more limited in rodents

and are abolished by anesthesia – than with VHS itself.

Moreover, given the frequent psychopathology in IBS –

personality traits such as neuroticism and state psy-

chological factors such as anxiety not only aggravate

but also trigger IBS symptoms – it is crucial to take into

account that such affective disturbances may contrib-

ute to disturbed neural responses to visceral stimuli in

IBS. Along the same line, Elsenbruch et al. reported

that anxiety symptoms correlated with pain-induced

activation of the cingulate cortex whereas depression

correlated with prefrontral and cerebellar activation

during visceral pain in IBS.7,8 Moreover, group differ-

ences in pain-induced activation between IBS patients

Table 1 Peak locations for the clusters in the group comparison and correlation analysis of protocol 1 (at Pheight < 0.01 uncorrected, kE > 100)

Cluster level Voxel level Structure

NamekE Puncorr t Puncorr x y z

Average dist > sham 1725 0.136 3.35 0.001 )0.2 )10.6 )3.4 Cerebellum

3.27 0.001 )4.2 )11.4 )5.8

3.21 0.001 )2.2 )12.8 )5

3.15 0.001 )0.2 )7.2 )4.8 Periaqueductal gray

Sham > average dist 1708 0.138 3.94 0 )2.2 4.6 )3.8 Frontal cortex

2.73 0.005 )2.6 1.8 )3.2 Dorsal striatum

2.67 0.005 )1.6 1.4 )5.6

1704 0.138 3.59 0 2.6 )5.2 )8 Pons

Negative correlation PFC with distention volume(at Pheight < 0.01 uncorrected, kE > 100)

1770 0.075 3.64 0.001 )2.6 2.0 )3.4 Frontal cortex

3.51 0.001 )2.6 3.8 )3.4

1567 0.092 3.41 0.001 2.4 )0.2 )5.0 Dorsal striatum

3.35 0.001 3.5 )0.4 )5.6

2.94 0.003 3.5 2.8 )5.2

Dist, distention. Puncorr at cluster level: the chance (p) of finding a cluster with this or a greater size (kE), uncorrected for search volume, kE = cluster

extent, t = measure of the statistical significance. Puncorr at voxel level: the chance (p) of finding (under the null hypothesis) a voxel with this or a

greater height (t-statistic), uncorrected for search volume, x = lateral distance in mm from the midline (negative values to the right side), y = an-

teroposterior location relative to Bregma (negative values: posterior to Bregma), z = dorsoventral position (based upon the Paxinos stereotactic atlas).

Table 2 Peak locations for the clusters in the group comparison of protocol 2 (at Pheight < 0.01 uncorrected, kE > 100)

Cluster level Voxel level Structure

NamekE Puncorr t Puncorr x y z

Activation

2 mL Dist > sham pre-WA 902 0.289 3.62 0.001 )0.8 )8.4 )6.4 Periaqueductal gray

2 mL Dist > sham post-WA 1378 0.193 4.58 0 )0.4 )7.8 )6.4 Periaqueductal gray

285 0.562 2.95 0.004 4.0 )5.8 )3.6 Hippocampus

116 0.729 2.93 0.005 4.0 1.8 )1.4 Primary somatosensory cortex

104 0.745 2.89 0.005 0.2 2.8 )5.4 Infralimbic cortex (=medial PFC)

(Dist > sham post-WA)–(Dist > sham pre-WA) 470 0.448 3.37 0.002 4 1.4 )1.4 Primary somatosensory cortex

Deactivation

No significant deactivation pre-WA

2 mL Dist < sham post-WA 148 0.689 2.78 0.002 0.8 )0.8 )9.4 Frontal cortex

(Sham post-WA > dist)–(Sham pre-WA > dist) 689 0.355 2.96 0.004 )1.4 1.2 )8.4 Frontal cortex

Dist, distention. Puncorr at cluster level: the chance (p) of finding a cluster with this or a greater size (kE), uncorrected for search volume, kE = cluster

extent, t = measure of the statistical significance. Puncorr at voxel level: the chance (p) of finding (under the null hypothesis) a voxel with this or a

greater height (t-statistic), uncorrected for search volume. x = lateral distance in mm from the midline (negative values to the right side). y = an-

teroposterior location relative to Bregma (negative values: posterior to Bregma). z = dorsoventral position (based upon the Paxinos stereotactic atlas).
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and healthy controls largely disappeared when control-

ling for comorbid anxiety and depression. In parallel,

Simmons et al.34 reported that anxiety is related to

greater anticipatory reactivity in the brain by activa-

tion of the insular and cingulate cortex even in the

absence of visceral stimulation. These data seem to

indicate that in humans’ anxiety and anticipation are

the main triggers for activation of the insular and

cingulate cortex, areas known to be involved in

cognitive functions and anticipation.35 As the mater-

nal-separated rats were anesthetized, these confound-

ing factors were lacking, possibly explaining the

finding that no activation of the insular and cingulate

cortex was detected. Similar results were previously

reported by Gibney et al. who reported lack of activa-

tion of the cingulate or insula, assessed by c-fos

immunohistochemistry, in the spontaneous visceral

hypersensitive Wistar–Kyoto compared with normo-

sensitive Sprague–Dawley rats.17 The fact that we did

observe brain activation in other regions and pain

responses suggests that our model provides an inter-

esting model devoid of confounding anticipation pro-

cesses, to study pain processing in the brain.

We have shown for the first time that H2
15O PET

imaging is feasible and generates reproducible results

in rats. As the sensitivity of water PET imaging is

reduced compared with human studies because of

relative poorer spatial resolution and the relatively

large positron range of 15O and microPET resolution,

we improved sensitivity by averaging three distention

volume images (pre-WA study, 1, 1.5, and 2 mL

distention). Apart from spatial resolution, also the

temporal resolution of brain responses acquired with

H2
15O PET is relatively limited. Data were acquired

over a 60-s period to achieve an acceptable signal-

to-noise ratio. This period covers 30 s of distention and

30 s rest after deflation of the balloon, possibly diluting

the signal evoked by noxious colonic distention only.

This average results in convolution of multiple neural

processes (alerting, deflation, etc.) where information

on some brain regions of interest may have been lost.

Another study limitation is that we cannot conclude

whether the changes in brain activation are causal to

increased pain perception or rather reflect increased

colorectal signaling to the brain.

In summary, we were able to demonstrate changes in

rCBF in relation to the VMR to colorectal distention in

a rat model of maternal separation. Electromyography

in pre- vs post-WA rats showed an increased VMR to

colorectal distention in both awake and anesthetized

rats. Pre-WA rats showed activation in regions

involved in antinociception (dorsal pons/PAG) and

deactivation in the prefrontal cortex, another pain

modulating area. After stress (WA), rats became

visceral hypersensitive to colorectal distention, which

induced activation of PAG, hippocampus, and somato-

sensory cortex concomitantly with increased deactiva-

tion of the prefrontal cortex. Based on these results, we

hypothesize that VHS induced by stress in maternal-

separated rats is not because of altered descending pain

inhibition by the PAG, but rather results from altered

pain modulation at the cerebral level in the somato-

sensory cortex, hippocampus, and prefrontal cortex.

Future experiments using PET radioligand-binding

studies of, e.g., serotonergic, cannabinoid,36 opioid,

NK, and glutamate37 system in the rat model of

maternal separation may shed light on the mediators

involved in the development of VHS.
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